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CONDITIONS FOR RINGS OF TYPE-A TO BE BOOLEAN 

By Young Lim Park 

In solving a prob1em proposed by D. Jacob5On [1 ], E. Wong. among other 

solvers. proved in [4J that if R is a commutative regu1ar ring and 1 is the on1y 

uni t in R. then R is a Boo1ean ring. And this resu1t C3n be extended to a 

class of associative ( not necessarily comrnutative) rings. Later. H. Myung proved 

in [2J that an altemative ring R with identity 1 is a Boo1ean ring if and on1 y 

if R is von Neumann regu1ar and 1 is the on1y unit. RecentJy R.A. Melter [2J 

proposed the fo11owing probJem: in which ri ngs is the fo11owing proposition 

valid: x=y if and only if (l-x+ xy)(l -y+yx)= l? In this note. we sha11 prove

that if R is an alternative ring and 1 is the only unit. then the condition .< =y 

iff (l -x -xy)(l -y+yx)=l holds in R if and only if R is von Neumann regular, 
i. e. a Boolean r ing. 

Let R be a ring, not necessarily associat ive or commutative. R is said to be 
of tyþe-A if. for an idempotent e and an e1ement a in R, the subalgebra of R 

generated by c and a is associative. It is clear that the class of rings of type-A 

is a generalization of the class of alternative rings in the sense that the 

subalgebra of an alternative ring generated by any two elements is associative 

[Artin's theorem]. Thus, a11 as50ciative rings are of type-A. 

The fo11owing definition is an appropriate cxtension of reg1l1ar rings for a 

wider class of rings. 

DEFINIT !O).!. A ring R is said to be strollgly regαlar if for each aER there 

exists an element b in R such that (ab)a=a and the sllbalgebra of R generated 

by a and b is as5Ociative. 

It is clear tbat for a1temative rings or associative rings, the concept of strong 
regu1arity is identica1 with that of the usua1 regularity. The following lemma 

is a slight modification of a well known fact. 

LnlMA. Lel R be a κnitary ring 01 tyþe-A without 7W1!ZerO 7lilþote7!ts. 11 IIIe 

elemellts a and b 01 R satisly (ab)a=a a7!d tlle subalgebra 01 R ge1!erated by a 
and b is associatìνe， then theye z.s a unit ele11lenf s ill R suclt that (as)a=a. 

THEORDI. Let R be a ullilary ri1lg 01 Iype-A . Tlle lollowing stateme7lts are 
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.c]ui val ellt: 

(1) R is Boolean. 

(2) For x, yεR， x=y 1/1 (l-x十ry)(1-y+yx)=1 %d a2=1 holds fcr oμl:.~ 
a=l. 

(3) R is strougly regαlar alld 1 is the only lUlit. 

PROOF'. (l) ==? (2). The second part is trivial. Suppose x =y. Then (1 -x+xy) 

( l-y+ yx)=(l-x+x2)2=l. COIlveIsely, 1et (l-x+xy)(l y十 yx)= 1. We show 

that every unit is equal to 1. Let μ be a unit in R. Since R is of type-A. the 
-1 -1 -1:? -1 

subalgebra generated by α and ι is associative. Thus, 1 =μ μ=ι μ 二u

(μ κ)=(1t l x)x =ι. This imp1ies l-x十xy=1 and l-y+yx =1. That is x 二 xy=
yx=y. 

2...2 
(2)二二>(3). Let xER. Then (l-x+x")~ = l ， and hence l-x + x~= l，. Thus x~=x， 

i. e. x is an idempotent. Now, 、.ve show that if (xy)x=x for some yER. then 

the subalgebra generated by x and y is associative. This is in fa.c t clear, because 

R is of type-A and both x and y are idempotent. That is. R is strongly regular. 
:2 ". -1 ... - 1 2 -1 Let α be a unit. Then μ = ι. Again. μ=(α α)ι=μ μ =μ ι=1. 

。

(3)二=>(1). Let ι=0 in R. Then l = l-a~= (l - a)(l+α) . This imp1ies that 

l - a=l . and hence a =O. That is. the ring R has nn non-zerQ nilpotents. By the 

Lemma, for each xER, there exists a unit s in R such that (xs)x = x. But 5= 1. 

That Is, X? = x. Thls completes the pmol. 

COROLLARY . Le! R be a t…itary ring 0/ tyρe-A. Then R is Boolemz tll it i5 

alternafiνe regular alld 1 {s the only l‘nit tn R. 

REMARK. There is a class of ri ngs that are fa r different f rom being type-A 

yet satisfying the conditions of the theorem. We consider the algebra R over 

Z2 generated by the set (1 , s" s2’ 센 with 1빠ollowing operation. 셔=s/i=l， 
2, 3), 51 =s15i = si51 (i =2, 3) aod 5253 =5352=0. This ring haf, been considered in 

[2]. and it is claimed to be not Booleao. However, one notes that the requirement 

for a nng to be Boolean ls only the Idemp。tency a2= a. Theletore, a Boolean 

ring is l10t assumed to be associative. 10 fact , the ring defined aboye is a non 

associative B。이ean ring in this context. No、v 、ve observe that the ring satisIies 

all the conditions in the theorem, but unfortunately it is not of Iype-A. 

Suppose it was of type- A. Then by the coro l1ary it 、vould be alternative. But 

the ring is not a lternative. For example, let a=sl + 5z and b=sZ+s3' Then ab= 
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""2' and thus a(ab) = s, + S2' On the other hand. ib=ab=s?, -That is. a
2
b"'a(ab) . 
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